AUDITS

Save time and
improve standards
with digital audits
No more paperwork or typing up reports. Our mobile-first
solution lets you perform scheduled and ad hoc audits
from the palm of your hand.
Everyone in your business has a responsibility to follow the proper procedures and meet your high
standards. Compromising on cleanliness, safety or customer service is not an option. However,
adopting the proper measures and ensuring consistent adherence for all staff requires a lot of time
and dedication.
Regular self-audits are a great tool to increase staff awareness as well as spot and resolve issues
early. You don’t want to add more admin burden to your busy staff – therefore it is important to
make the self-auditing process as simple as possible.

Simple, hassle-free audits
Manual processes, paper forms and excel spreadsheets are still
widely used to conduct audits. This makes auditing a tedious
process: forms get lost and reports may contain inaccurate data
due to manually retrieving past audits and compiling data. Digital
audits by Logit simplifies the process and provides a user-friendly
experience resulting in time savings and improved outcomes.
Our digital solution makes it easy to conduct audits from any
hand-held device. It’s so simple no training is required. No more
compiling data onto a spreadsheet or scanning paper evidence.
Just complete the audit form directly on a phone or tablet, attach
photos, add comments and click a button – it’s that simple.
•
•
•
•

Flag issues and notify staff in seconds.
Automatically alert managers when an issue exists to ensure quick
action is taken.
Share audits across teams and review findings from mobile device.
Compare audit scores and results across sites to track performance.
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Protect your brand’s reputation with our
easy to use eAudit solution.
Identify, reslove
and follow up on issues
The objective of an audit is to catch quality or safety problems
and non-compliance. But how do you know if someone took
action based on the findings? Information can get lost in
emails, accountability is not always clear, and other priorities
take over.
With Logit, managers have the ability to define the criteria for
each audit, with clear validation of pass or fail. Our system
auto creates and delegates corrective and preventive actions
during the audit process.
Logit also gives you the ability to highlight good practices,
document non-compliance and provide supporting evidence
with photos and files.

Improve visibility and track performance
Are the audit scores trending up or
down? What are the top recurring
issues across your teams or locations?
It is time consuming to retrieve and
analyse past audits from outdated
paper forms and spreadsheets.
Instead, Logit provides instant
access to all the data so that you can
proactively drive improvements.
With Logit, it’s easy to identify trends
over time, across sites, or audit
types. All the documentation you
need is available in real-time.
Dashboards and custom reports
allow you to track progress and gain
actionable insights to address areas
that need attention.
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Key Features
Customisable templates

Follow up tasks

It is easy to get started with our
standard templates that you
can tailor to meet your business
requirements.

Assign the right team members
specific tasks based on audit
findings and outcomes.

Assign users

Scoring

Give team members access to
audit templates, schedules and
real-time updates using their
mobile devices.

Generate daily/monthly scores
to benchmark departments or
sites and gain insights to improve
performance and compliance.

Triggers

Reporting

Auto notifications are generated
and sent to the appropriate team
member(s) based on specific issue
that auditor identifies.

Track progress and measure
performance across sites with
dashboards and custom reports.

Documents
Share information such as guides
and video tutorials to help team
members perform tasks and
resolve issues expediently.
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The digital audit solution for you

Logit offers an intuitive user interface that makes it easy to get
started. There is nothing to download. All you need is an internetenabled device. Key advantages of Logit’s digital audits include:
Schedule audits or perform on an-hoc basis.
Save everyone time. Easily capture all
information on any mobile device – no
need to move data from paper to emails or
spreadsheets.
Assign corrective actions to the right team
member(s) and track resolution. Receive triggers
and setup escalations in case of delays or
recurring non-compliance.
Keep informed throughout the audit and
identify improvement opportunities.
Raise and take actions against each audit.
Gain unprecedented insights into your
operations with interactive dashboards and
custom reports.
Protect your brand by identifying problems
early on and ensuring compliance with company
standards and policies.

visit www.logit.co.uk
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